THE following short paper is based upon the results of very extensive experiments made with both surface-floating and bottom-trailing drift bottles, by the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries during 1920-21.
At each of 7 lightvessels in the Southern North Sea, 25 of each type of bottle were put out each week for a year. One of the lightvessels taking part in the setting adrift of these bottles was the Sandettie, a French lightvessel moored at the position 51°15'N.-1°55'E. The full experimental results from the carrying'out of this programme are shortly to be published by the Ministry.
The lightship referred to is really within the North Sea, being situated near its southern extremity, but the movements of drift bottles put out Were will obviously give us valuable information as to the water movements in the junction area between this sea and the English Ohannel. The participation of this French lightvessel in the experiments was rendered possible by the courtesy of the scientific officers of the" Office Scientifique et Technique des Peches Maritimes." As was the case with the English lightvessels, the officers of the Sandettie lightvessel were engaged throughout the period during which bottle liberations were made, upon log and wind observations. The results of the latter have been published.* The wind observations were made and recorded. 6 times daily. Monsieur Heldt of the Station Aquicole at Boulogne-surMer kindly lent the log books tothe writer, in order that the wind data might be extracted. This was done, and a suitable conversion table was calculated, so that the French records (entered up according to the Wind scale in use by the Service des Phares) would become comparable with the English lightship records. A cursory examination of the movements of the surface drift bottles and of the winds prevailing at the time, revealed a marked interdependence between them. Thereupon the wind data were worked up into' such a form as would enable the degree . of correspondenceto be more clearlyseen. The 2, 200singleobservations were so compounded as to yield the residual equivalents for periods of weeks, months, quarters, and for the whole year. This so-called residual wind is that wind which, supposed constantly blowing for the stated period, could be substituted, for all the individual winds recorded during that period-in other words, it is the vector average of all the individual observations recorded, whereas the corresponding resultant would be their vector sum. This detailed study of winds was a priori absolutely necessary in order that it might later be possible to decide whether any seasonal changes which might appear to characterise the set or strength of the currents, were independent of, or operative through the prevailing winds, which might themselves be of seasonal incidence.
From the position of the lightship, direction sectors (the 16 main divisions of the compass) 'were drawn out, and the movements of the bottles referred to them. These sectors are shown on the key map.
THE MOVEMENTS OF THE SURFACE BOTTLES.
Of the 1,275 surface bottles pqt out at the Sartikttie lightvessel, 852 were returned -a percentage recovery of 66.8.
If these 852 bottles be distributed qver the 16 sectors, the following table is obtained :-It is seen how greatly the E.N.E. sector predominates, followed in order of importa;nce by N.E.and E.
Our present inquiry has the object of deciding the relative frequency of occurrence of the two surface-water movements. time be setting in an unusual direction, only a small proportion of the bottles put out at the time may actually strand in that direction. On the current resuming its normal set, the majority of the' bottles (which <ilidnot strand) will be carried away and stranded in the most usual direction. This would-failing the evidence of the few earlier stranded ., bottles-lead one to suppose that the direction of the current had not departed from the normal.
Here it will suffice to say that for the whole,period of the drift bottle liberations at Sandeuie lightship (i.e. from 4.10.20 to 10.10.21), the surface-water movements, as indicated by floating bottles, were always from the Ohannel to the North Sea, excepting for a few occasions when the current set from the North Sea into Dover Straits for a brief interval, as evidenced by the stranding of surface bottles within the W. and S.W. direction sectors.
Such a definite temporary reversal of the usual E.N.E.'ly current from the Ohannel only occurred in the following months :- November, 1920; December, 1920; April, 1921; and June, 1921. At certain times there was a distinct set from Sandettie on to the Kent and Essex coasts, which meanS that the water issuing from the Ohannel must, in view of the reversal of the normal* surface-water movement along the Belgian and Dutch coasts, have been either checked or constrained to hug the Kent and Essex CO&sts, if it were still making its way into the North Sea. On these occasions, also the current from the Ohannel to the North Sea must have been checked, if not actually reversed for a time. Such a state of affairs when there was a set on to the east coast of Kent and the coasts to the north as far as Norfolk (although no bottles actually stranded within the Ohannel) occurred during six months out of the twelve, namely, during October, 1920; August, 1921 ; and the four months just mentioned above.
In all thfse cases the movements of the bottles, or rather of the currents which transported them, are entirely explicable as the result of the prevailing winds. From each liberation yielding evidence of a temporary reversal of the usual water movements, bottles were later returned from the E.N.E. and N.E. sectors. II' illustration of the effect of wind it may be stated that during the whole of October, 1920, there was a strong set of the current from Sandettie on to the East Anglian and Kent coasts, and that the residual wind for the month was 9.4 m.p.h. S.78°E. true-a value which implies the occurrence of exceptionally strong S.E.'ly winds during the month.
In short, it may be said that for the whole period of the experiment there was a movement of the surface water from the Ohannel to the North Sea, excepting during times when strong and persistent N.E.'ly-E.'ly winds prevailed. Only for 11 out of the 51 liberations was there any evidence of a check to and temporary reversal of the E.N.E.moving current in the Southern Bight; these 11 liberations occurred during the * See reference to work of.Van Der Stok and Jacobsen in Bulletin Hydrographique for 1913-14, p. 41. .. 6 months mentioned, and only 5 of them yield definite, evidence of a temporary reversal of the usual E.N.E.'ly surface-water movements in Dover Straights.
I
As has been mentioned, these reversals occurred' at a time of strong E.'ly winds. In view of this it was nathral to study long period wind tables for various observing stations ovJr the length of the Ohannel to see whether there existed any periodicity in the incidence of winds from different quarters. The inv;estigation can only be referred to here, but the result was to show that reversals of the" Ohannel-to-North-Sea current" are most likely to occur in May and September (followed by April and June), and least so i;nAugust and December (followed by July and January).
PREVIOUS SURFACE DRIFT INVESTIGATIONS.
The well-known experiments of Garstang* proved that the surface water of the Ohannel can move along from the Eddystone region right on up the Ohannel and through into the North Sea, .except when strong E.'ly winCj.sprevail. Later experiments made by the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries (unpublished but embodied in Admiralty Ohart 327) yielded valuable information as to the surface-water movements in the North Sea-Ohannel junction area, and particularly showed how important is the role played by the wind, for it was found that the surface water off the Kentish coast could, under the influence of strong E.'ly winds, be pushed back into the Ohannelto as far west as lOW.longitude. . This W.'ly movement was recognised to be only temporary and dependent upon the persistence of the E.'ly wind.
THE MOVEMENTS OF THE BOTTOM BOTTLES.
Throughout the whole period of the experiment the movements of the bottom-trailing bottles were mainly towards the N.E., pointing to the existence of a persistent bottom current from the Ohannel to the North Sea.
In a recent paper (in the Presst), the writer has described an experiment carried out in mid-Ohannel when both surface and bottom bottles were put out between the Isle of Wight and Oherbourg, frtJm which the bottom bottles moved E.'wards, rounded Kent, and stranded on the Kent and Essex coasts. .
